Log of changes made to the 2011-2012 Fact Book after going to press
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3/29/2012

156

Updated accreditation page,
to reflect Vet school recent
accreditation

Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine

Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine

The Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine was
last accredited by the American Veterinary Medical
Association (AVMA) in March 2005. An AVMA
Council on Education site visit occurred on October
3-7, 2011. Results from the 2011 re-accreditation
process will be available in March 2012.

The Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine was reaccredited by the American Veterinary Medical
Association (AVMA) in March 2012. The AVMA has reaccredited the Cummings School for seven years, the
longest period allowable.

Graduate School of Engineering

School of Engineering (Graduate)

GSOE

SOE (Graduate) or SOE (Grad)

Teri C. Volepert

Teri C. Volpert

B. Rone

David B. Rone

Jane Scanlan
Agnes Varis

--***School of Dental Medicine salaries for full
professors include individuals who also hold
administrative appointments such as Chairs and
Associate Deans.
All degrees no longer admitting students are
classified under GSAS. A footnote has been added
to help explain the GSAS-awarded MS and PhDs in
the basic sciences.
A subtotal of non-dual professional degrees has
been added, and a new summation including all dual
and non-dual professional degrees has been
created. The total number of professional degrees
awarded now includes reflects all professional
degrees awarded.
3
Program is in partnership with Brandeis

4/12/12

Throughout

4/18/12

23

4/18/12

23

4/18/12

24

5/1/12

122

Corrected name of School of
Engineering’s graduate
programs
Corrected spelling of a
Charter Trustee
Corrected spelling of an
Alumni Trustee
Deleted two names from
Trustee Emeriti
Added footnote associated
with Dental school professors

12/28/12

106

Fixed incorrect classification
of degrees; Added footnote

12/28/12

107

Adjusted summation of
professional degrees

12/28/12

108

1/3/13

111

1/11/13

116

Adjusted footnote 3, because
it was incorrect (Tufts did
award the MBAs)
Fixed counts of skilled crafts
and service maintenance
workers
Adjusted how Friedman
faculty are listed (prior
classifications were outdated)

-Degrees no longer offered had been broken out
by school (GSAS, SOE (Grad), Sackler, etc.)
This was incorrect. All the degrees that are no
longer offered had been offered by GSAS.
The “total professional” figures had included
only students getting professional degrees
ONLY; it had not included dual degrees. It
therefore was not an accurate total of
professional degrees awarded.
3

MBA not awarded by Tufts University program is in partnership with Brandeis
The numbers of skilled craftspeople and service
maintenance workers were incorrect. They had
been transposed.
Faculty had been divided into four
classifications: Administration, Agriculture, Food
& the Environment; Instruction, John Hancock

*Page numbers refer to the web version of the Fact Book; these will differ slightly from the paper version.

There are now 243 FT and 0 PT Service
Maintenance employees reported, and 49 FT and 7
PT skilled crafts employees reported.
All faculty are listed as “Instruction,” as with Fletcher
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1/11/13

104

Fixed the total degrees
granted to date for Sackler

140 master’s degrees granted to date

1/11/13

105

Fixed summation of degrees

The reported number of Sackler master’s
degrees granted to date (129) was incorrect; it
did not reflect the 11 degrees granted in 2011
Based on the change made to page 106 on
12/28/12, the total quantity of degrees granted
to date needed to be adjusted.

*Page numbers refer to the web version of the Fact Book; these will differ slightly from the paper version.

All degrees awarded in programs that are no longer
offered have now been attributed to GSAS (and
SOE, grad) and nowhere else.

